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PATENT OFFICE. 
JOHN J. KENNEDY, OF NEW YORK, N. Y. 

METHOD OF CONSTRUCTING UNDERGROUND TUNNELs. 
Application filed March 28, 1925. Serial No. 17,500. . . 

This invention relates to a method of con- In my improved method of constructing 55 
structing underground tunnels of concrete. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

or other similar material in transverse as 
5 

10 

15 

with the maximum assurance of safety. 
It has previously been the custom in tun: 

nel building to remove or clear thematerial 20 

0 concrete is poured or deposited: 

ously with the digging thereof, with the ob 
ject in view of providing procedures and built in its opening, until the transverse 
arrangements whereby only a sufficient open-section of the arch is completed to the floor 
ing is made to receive a form and its Sup-- - - - . . . . . . . . . . . , 

or plastic port into which form the fluid 
Another object is to provide a method in 

which the preliminary structure minimizes 
the materials used, thereby effecting an: 
economy in labor and cost of production. 
Another object is to provide a method in 

which the preliminary structures may be 
easily handled to accomplish speedy erection 

to form an opening substantially the width 
and height desired and to the level of the , . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . 

- Fig. 4 represents a modified form of proposed floor of the tunnel. 
Moreover to overcome this and other 

tunnel proper, must be removed...to accom 
modate temporary shields for the workmen 

removing the matter, such as rock, stones, 
etc., the excavators are placed in great 

employed in the excavation which is to re 
ceive the side walls etc. of the tunnel. While 

danger owing to the fact that the roof of 
35 

the opening is unsupported and, in order to. 
guard against “cave ins' etc. a great, quian 
tity of timber must be used for shoring the 
roof and side walls of the opening. 

40 

placed after the concrete form has become 
hard and dry. This procedure not only re. 
quires considerable amount of materials top 
erect the necessary structures but it also 
consumes a vast amount of time as well as 

... requiring a great number of skillful work 
45 

When the forms for lining the tunnel 
proper, with concrete are placed in position; 
certain portions of the preliminary shoring 
must be removed from time to time, and re 

men to complete the operation. . . . . 
50. 

Furthermore, the common practice in tun 

the arch, and lastly the key to the arch is 
formed between the oppositely disposed 
walls forming the crown. . . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . dinal openings, 

well as longitudinal sections contemporane- the ings, 
each section of the tunnel w 

taken in the plane of the line III 

material, such as stones, rocks, or 
to form a longitudinal opening of such size 
as will permit the workmen to carry on the 
further operations. I then proceed to tem 
porarily locate longitudinal wall plates de 
opening, which wall plates serve as a base 
to receive legs 3 which support transversely 
disposed cap beams 4. These cap beams are 
arranged in close proximity to each other 
and serve to hold the roof of the opening 

for the key 

nel building is to first form the bench or side 
walls, theriee the upper walls and crown of 

tance below. 

underground tunnels. E. 
w . . . . Suppo 

the openings, form and fini in concrete 

line. 
A 

Fig. 1 represents a perspective view of my 
improved method of tunnel construction, 
showing a transverse section of the tunnel. Fig.2 represents a vertical longitudinal 
section taken in the plane of the line II-II 
of Fig. 1, looking in the direction of the 

Fig. 3r epresents a detail verticals 
Fig. 2, looking in the direction of the a 
and . . . ‘. . . 

- - - - - double tunnel construction. 
difficulties to a great extent a large amount 
of matter, in excess of that necessary for the 

rows, 

Referring to Figs to 3 inclusive of the 
drawings, in constructing the tunnel by my 

cut small, longitu 
the top of each of 

19 

A practical embodiment of my invention is I represented in the accompanying drawings, 
in which . . . . . . . . . . 

75 

so 
improved method, I first remove sufficient 

noted by 1.2 upon opposite, 

rth, etc. ... : :- 

90 

from caving in or falling upon the workmen employed in the opening. After the roof 
a. 5 . 

or truss, upon which is to receive 
:tion 6 of the tunnel. form comprises a curve 

disposed-side walls.8, 9. 
wall 11, as clearly showni 
The bottom 7 of the form maybe 
lagging and spaced a predetermir 

avertical 
igs. 2 and 3. 10 

100 

105 

  



, bottom 7 rests upon 8. plurality of arch pieces 
12, arranged at intervals throughout its 
length. The arch pieces 12 are secured to 
longitudinal stringers 13 mounted on cap 

6. 
by posts 16 of the bent. These posts are 
rigidly held in place by transverse cross 

tudinal tie beams 20, 21. 
10. In order to lock the key section 6, both 

transversely and longitudinally to the ad 
nt key sections, I provide each of the I provide each of it 

ills, 8, 9 of the form with a longi 
in the sides of the key sec 

serib 24 arranged to form a recess 

rete in any well known or approved man 
ner, and when the concrete is hard and dry, 
the operation of removing the material ad 
ontinued. 8 . . .''' ... ". . . . . . . v . . . " 

the side of the key section, I insert a series 

while 

e wall 30 of the tunnel ructed by removing then 
s 9 is hard a 

rm 3 

beams 14, supported from the floor plates 15. 

braces 17, 18, tie-braces 19, and by longi- ri - may well be carried out by relatively un 
skilled labor, the shoring forming at all 
times a maximum assurance of safety 

hich rib develops a longi- I con 
' ' ". . . . be resorted to in the form, construction and 

is provided with a 
coacting with the adjacent key sec 

on. After the form has been located in 
lace it is filled with liquid or plastic con 

: , , , , , , , cept as they may be included 

' ' '... - - - - - - - 1. The method of 

cent the newly constructed key section is 
As the material is removed from 

flongitudinal crown bars 26 which are 
eld in place by struts 27 carried by the 

wall plates. These crown bars 26 serve to 
30 prevent the roof of the opening from falling 

e the further operation progresses. 
When the desired opening has been exca 
ated and the crown bars. 26 located in po 

sition, the longitudinal side wall 9 of the 

1,644,476 

any greater quantity of material other than 
that needed for 

nection with the drawings, it will be evident 

producing the predeter 
: mined excavation. . 

From the above description taken in con- . 
() 

that the method of construction is extremely 
simple and economical in the cost of mate 
rial and labor. Furthermore, the method 

against the caving in of the roof of the ex 
cavation. 

arrangement of the several parts used in 
carrying out the method, without departing 
from the spirit and scope of my invention; . 
hence, I do not wish to limit myself strictly 
to the form herein shown and described, ex 

in the claims. 
What I claim is:- - . . . . . . " 

ground tunnels comprising, cutting a longi 
tudinal opening, progressively, inserting a 
series of transversely arranged cap beams 
in close proximity to each other to support 

I contemplate that various changes may 
80 

constructing under- - 
90 

the top of said opening, locating a longitu 
dinal form a predetermined distance below . 
said series of cap beams, and filling the 
form and embedding the cap beams in con 
crete to construct the key of the tunnel. 

2. The method of constructing under 
ground tunnels comprising, cutting a longi 
tudinal opening, progressively inserting a 
series of transversely arranged cap beams in 
close proximity to each other to support the . 
top of said opening, locating a longitudinal 
form a predetermined distance below said 
series of cap beams, filling the form and 
embedding the cap beams in concrete to con 
ruct the key of the tunnel, cutting a sec 
ind opening adjacent one end of the cap 
beams, and at the side of said filled form, progressively inserting a series of longitu-. 
dinally arranged crown bars to support the . 
top of said last-named opening, positioning 

y a form a predetermined distance below said . . 
series of crown bars adjacent the longitu 
dinal formed key, and filling the form to the 115 . 

100 

105 

bottom of the crown bars with concrete to 
construct the crown of the tunnel. . . . . . - 

3. The method of constructing under. 
ground tunnels comprising, cutting a longi. . . . . 

120: . 
series of transversely arranged cap beams 
in close proximity to each other to support. 

- the top of said opening, locating a longi 

tudinal opening, progressively inserting a 

ite tudinal form a predetermined distance be 

-------- thereof, 
necessary to remove 

low said series of cap beams, filling the - 
on form and embedding the cap beams in con 
screte to construct the key of the tunnel, cut ng openings adjacent the opposite ends of 

the cap beams and at each longitudinal side 
of i 

125 

filed form, progressively inserting Lao 
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a series of longitudinally arranged crown 
bars to support the top of each of the last 
named Openings, positioning a form a pre 
determined distance below each of said series 
of crown bars adjacent each longitudinal 
side of the formed key, and filling the forms 
to the bottom of the crown bars with con 

Crete to construct the crown of the tunnel 
On opposite sides of the key. 
In testimony, that I claim the foregoing 10 

as my invention, I have signed my name this 
20th day of March, 1925. - m 

JOHN J. KENNEDY. 


